John E. James Lecture

Constitutional Change in the
United Kingdom
by The Right Honourable
Lord Gordon Slynn of Hadley*
It is a real privilege to be invited to give the first John E. James
Lecture at Mercer.1 I am particularly glad to be able to accept since Mr.

* The Right Honourable Lord Slyan of Hadley has served since March 1992 as Lord of
Appeal in Ordinary of the House of Lords. He is an Honorary Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, University College, Buckingham, St. Andrew's College, the University of
Sydney, John Moores, Liverpool, and Goldsmith's College, University of London. He is a
graduate of the University of London (B.A.) and Cambridge (M.A., LL.M.). He has received
honorary degrees from universities around the world, and, in conjunction with his
presentation of the Inaugural John E. James Distinguished Lecture, Lord Slynn will
receive the honorary Doctor of Laws degree from Mercer University.
Lord Slynn was called to the Bar in 1956, became a Master of the Bench at Gray's Inn
in 1970, and has served as Vice-Treasurer and Treasurer of Gray's Inn. He has served as
a High Court Judge and as Advocate General at the Court of Justice of the European
Communities. Since 1999, Lord Slynn has served as the Prior of England and the Islands
of the Most Venerable Order of St. John.
1. The Inaugural John E. James Distinguished Lecture, held at the Walter F. George
School of Law, Mercer University, Macon, Georgia, on September 24, 2001.
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James's wish, and indeed his vision, is that this series of lectures should
not be limited to aspects of United States law, but should look more
widely. I applaud his wish, since it is of importance that today we
should all look beyond the confines of our own State.

But in addition to being a privilege, it is for me a real pleasure. Mr.
James, a distinguished member of the Georgia Bar, has been a friend for
very many years, and I have had a very happy and warm relationship
with the law faculty of Mercer whose invitations in the past to lecture
have given me great pleasure. I am very glad once again to be in this
magnificent building. I thank you Mr. President, Chairman of Council,
Chief Judge Tommy Day Wilcox, and the other of your judges who have
come this evening. But I no less appreciate that Dr. Lil James, some of
your alumni, and other members of the Bar should be present.
To say that the theme of the Lecture should not be limited to United
States law is only the beginning. It is still necessary to choose a topic
which is of interest to American lawyers. From my visits to the
meetings of the American Bar Association, the first of which was in
Georgia in 1976, to the meetings of the American College of Trial
Lawyers, and from my visits to Mercer, I know well how much American
lawyers are interested in and follow developments in English law. We
share a common origin in the common law, even though from time to
time our courts have followed different paths for well understandable
reasons. This interest is not just one way-it is reciprocal. In the
United Kingdom, we follow the decisions of your courts and the
constitutional questions that you face with no less interest.
Accordingly, it seemed to me that an appropriate discussion tonight
might relate to the "constitutional" changes that have been taking place
in the United Kingdom. This, I think, is particularly relevant since even
now people think that England does not have a constitution. It is true
that we do not have a written constitution like yours, bolstered as it is
by many important amendments. Yet a constitution we have, and it is
to be found in a collection of statutes, of decisions of the courts, and of
conventions. In recent days, we have taken steps that, even if they are

The Lecture Series is made possible through the generosity of John E. James. Mr.
James is a 1954 graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology and received his LL.B.,
from Mercer University in 1964. He was admitted to the Georgia Bar in 1963 and has
practiced in Macon, Georgia, since that time. Mr. James has served on the Committee of
Continuing Lawyer Competency of the State Bar of Georgia, chaired the General Practice
and Trial Section of the State Bar of Georgia, served as a member of the Georgia Formal
Advisory Opinion Board, chaired the Georgia Judicial Qualifications Commission, served
as a member of the Board of Governors of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America, and
served as President of the Georgia Trial Lawyers Association. In 1979, he chaired the
Board of Visitors of the Walter F. George School of Law.
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the beginning of the road, are still highly significant. And so I would
like to outline what has been happening in four different areas. This
obviously can only be in outline, but the changes to which I shall refer
are of great importance. Maybe in ten or twenty-five years time, the
John E. James Lecture will have a look at what has happened in the
interim.
Two of the developments I wish to speak about briefly have direct and
obvious constitutional significance. Until recently, the United Kingdom
Parliament at Westminster had complete legislative control over not only
England, Scotland, and Wales, but also, to a large extent over Northern
Ireland. Though in the latter, there have been different constitutional
systems at different times. In Scotland and Wales, many people have for
a long time called for some form of local legislative control. This is
based partly on political and constitutional considerations, but no less
on pride in local heritage and traditions. In Scotland, a range of
proposals was made-from complete independence from England to
varying degrees of local independence. In Wales, there was on the part
of some people a no less strong desire for a great deal of independence,
if not complete separation, from England or, at the least, a widely held
wish for some delegation of legislative powers.
DEVOLVING WESTMINSTER'S POWERS
The present government announced in its election programme in 1997
that legislation would be introduced to devolve certain powers to
Scotland and Wales. The Scotland Act2 is a truly constitutional
document. It creates for Scotland a new parliament with one Member
returned for each constituency,3 though it is intended that a number of
Scottish Members in the Westminster Parliament will continue even if
the number is reduced. Scotland has now a First Minister and other
ministers of the government.4 The powers both of the legislature and
of the executive are laid down in detail in the Act.5
I refer, in particular, to two aspects of this constitutional change. In
the first place, although Scotland is to have a parliament, it is not to be
on the same basis as the Parliament of the United Kingdom. The
Westminster Parliament has complete sovereign powers. The Scottish
Parliament does not. A resolution of the Scottish Parliament will not be
law if it is outside the legislative competence of the Parliament. A

2. Scotland Act, 1998, c. 46 (Eng.).
3. Id. § 1(2) (Eng.).
4. Id. § 44(1) (Eng.).
5. Scotland Act, 1998, c. 46 (Eng.).
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measure is outside the competence of that Parliament if, for example, it
relates to matters that are reserved to the United Kingdom Parliament
under the Act, it purports to apply to any other country than Scotland,
it is incompatible with any of the rights defined in the Human Rights
Act of the Westminster Parliament, or it is incompatible with European
Community law. The reserved matters are those which you would no
doubt expect to be kept by the Westminster Parliament. Thus,
international relations, the defence of the realm, legislation about the
Armed and the Civil Services, fiscal policies, and the position of the
Crown are all reserved to the Westminster Parliament. Scotland,
however, is given the power to make a small change to taxation over and
above taxation provided for by the Westminster Parliament.
These limits on the Scottish Parliament's legislative competence are
protected in two ways. In the first place, the Minister in charge of a bill
must give a written statement to the Parliament that, in his view, the
bill is within the legislative competence of the Parliament. If the
presiding officer decides that the bill, or part of it, is not within [the
Parliament's] legislative competence, he can rule that it is not to be
presented to Parliament. The legal advisers, the Lord Advocate, and the
Attorney General can refer a question of whether a bill is within such
competence to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. If a
Secretary of State thinks, on reasonable grounds, that a bill will be
incompatible with any international obligations, he may prevent the bill
from being presented to the Queen for her approval.
But secondly, there is a no less significant provision relating to judicial
control. If the Scottish Parliament enacts a bill contrary to either
European Community law or rights set out in the European Convention
on Human Rights, then national courts can strike down the legislation
on the ground that it was ultra vires.
The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, a body which still hears
appeals from parts of the Commonwealth such as New Zealand,
Mauritius, and the British Caribbean Islands, is given considerable
responsibility in relation to challenges to legislation once adopted on the
grounds that such legislation is invalid. Devolution issues, including
whether a measure is within the competence of the Scottish Parliament
and whether a Minister is carrying out a function that is properly his,
can be referred to the Judicial Committee. Thus, the challenge may be
brought in the national courts locally, referred to the Inner House of the
Court of Session, or appealed to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council. That Council also has the power to express an opinion on
whether proposed legislation would be compatible with Convention
Rights or European Community law. The Judicial Committee of the
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Privy Council thus becomes a truly constitutional court with important
powers.
Although I have stressed that the Scottish Parliament does not have
the broad powers of the Westminster Parliament, which still exercises
some reserved powers in respect to Scotland, the new Scottish Parliament does have extensive powers. It is likely that in practice, whatever
the strict legal position, the Westminster Parliament will not interfere
with the Scottish Parliament's exercise of its powers other than in very
exceptional circumstances.
The position in Wales is quite different. In Wales, there is an
Assembly with extensive powers of local government, but without the
wider legislative powers of the Scottish Parliament.
The Wales
Assembly is really acting under delegated powers. It deals with
agriculture, the environment, and other local government matters such
as health and housing. Once, however, the power is devolved, the
Westminster Parliament cannot scrutinize the secondary legislation
adopted by the Welsh Assembly.
Wales, however, does not have a separate legal system, and so, there
is no need to provide for references to the Privy Council in the way that
has been done for Scotland. Again, although the Assembly is not
comparable with the Scottish or the Westminster Parliament, its
administrative and executive powers are important. This is an Assembly
where local issues can be ventilated and important views expressed,
which will no doubt have considerable influence on the United Kingdom
government and on legislation of the Westminster Parliament.
The continuing link between England and the two countries is not
without interest because both of the latter will continue to have a
Secretary of State in the United Kingdom Cabinet. There will continue
to be Scottish Members in the House of Lords as well as in the House of
Commons. There is still some debate on whether it is appropriate for
Scottish Members of the Westminster Parliament to vote on purely
English affairs considering that English Members of Parliament do not
have the right to vote on purely Scottish affairs.
This inevitably leads to the question whether there should be more
devolved powers in England. Should England have separate devolved
powers like Scotland, or should powers be devolved to the regions:
Northeast, the Midlands, Cornwall, and Devon? These are matters that
are raised from time to time, and it seems to be very likely that they will
arise again when there is more experience of the way in which the
Scotland Act and the Wales Act are carried out. I say nothing about
Northern Ireland because of the problems that still exist in establishing
a Parliament there. The aim of constitutional reform in Northern
Ireland is on a wholly different basis.
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REFORM OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS

But we have been looking not only at the creation of new parliamentary assemblies in Scotland and Wales, but also at the structure of our
own national Parliament. The first question that has to be considered
is whether a parliament is going to have one chamber or two chambers.
There is no serious suggestion in the United Kingdom that we should
move away from our bicameral system to have one parliamentary
chamber. The issue has turned on other matters. What should be the
composition, and on the basis of the agreed composition, what should be
the powers and functions of the second chamber? This, in time, may
lead to discussion about the role of the first chamber-in our case, the
House of Commons. But, for the moment, we have quite enough to
consider in deciding what should be the structure of the House of Lords.
For centuries our second chamber consisted of hereditary peers (those
men who were near to the king) to advise and debate issues of state and
who were ennobled for the purpose. It was a perfectly natural process
for the first holder of the peerage, but when the twentieth or the tenth,
or even the fifth or the second descendent of a peer who has performed
public service occupies his seat in the legislature, questions begin to be
asked.
From the beginning of the twentieth century, there have been calls to
reform the system. The first step was to limit the powers of the Upper
House in order to give effect to the democratic legitimacy of the House
of Commons. And so, early in the century, the House of Lords became
a delaying and a revising chamber. It had limited powers to block
legislation. The House of Commons could insist on adopting legislation
if, after a period, the House of Lords refused to accept it. The function
of the House of Lords was still important as a revising chamber and in
initiating legislation for subsequent consideration by the House of
Commons. Indeed, it is said that sometimes the House of Lords has
more accurately reflected the views of the majority of the people,
contrary to the views of the government with a majority in the House of
Commons.
The second matter to be considered was not the function, but the
composition of the House of Lords. In the past, threats were made from
time to time to overrule a recalcitrant House of Lords by appointing a
large number of hereditary peers who could be relied on to produce a
different result. In 1958 the Life Peerages Act' enabled men and
women to be appointed to the House of Lords with peerages that would

6.

Life Peerages Act, 1958, 6 Eliz. 2, c. 21, § 1 (Eng.).
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not descend to their children. They, like hereditary peers, would not
receive a salary.
There is no doubt that, over the years, both the hereditary peers and
the life peers have made an enormous contribution to the work of
Parliament, and it would be ungenerous not to recognize that. The
present government, whilst no doubt recognizing that, considered that
the time had come to abolish the hereditary principle and to provide for
a new composition of the House. They might, and many people thought
they should, have started by working out the new structure before
making the changes, but the government took the view that these
matters have now been discussed too long without any action being
taken. So, they decided that the hereditary peers should be removed
first as part of their commitment that the House of Lords "must be
reformed." The House of Lords Act,7 when passed, provided that
hereditary peers should not have the right to sit and vote in the House,
although they could henceforward be eligible to stand for election to the
House of Commons. To show their determination, the measure was to
take place at the end of the session in which the bill was passed, even
for peers who had already been summoned to attend for the Parliament.
It is hardly surprising that this measure was not popular with many
of the hereditary peers or those who thought that the hereditary peers
had a historic and particular role to play. There was immediately a
challenge referred to the Privileges Committee of the House of Lords,
which I chaired, that to remove the rights of Scottish Peers to sit was
contrary to the Act of the Union of 1702.8 The second challenge was
that, as a matter of drafting, the legislation did not achieve the
government's intention to take away the right to sit immediately at the
end of the session, and the most that could be done was to remove the
right to sit at the end of the Parliament once a writ of summons to
attend the House had been received and answered. The Privileges
Committee rejected both contentions, and in the result it was agreed, on
a proposal from the Crossbench (Independent) Peers, that 92 hereditary
peers should be retained in the House until the new reforms took place.
The three political parties were to decide who should be their hereditary
peers to stay on.
By the time these changes took place, there were already over 500 life
peers but there remained over 750 hereditary peers and 26 bishops. The
new change meant that there would be, for the time, in the region of 100
hereditary peers (allowing for certain officers of the House to remain)
and an increasing number of life peers.

7. House of Lords Act, 1999, c. 34 (Eng.).
8. Union with Scotland Act, 1706, 4 Ann., c. 11, Preamble, Article XX (Eng.).
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That was, however, only the beginning of the problem. How were the
new peers to be chosen? Initially it was said that a joint committee of
both Houses would be set up to consider this. The government outlined
its aims. Various bodies discussed what the new constitution of the
House should be. A distinguished Royal Commission was set up under
Lord Wakeham, which in a very short time made its recommendations
to the House. The Royal Commission Report accepted that there should
be a bicameral legislature, and so they had to consider what should be
the membership and what should be the role of the new chamber.
The Commission fully accepted that the role of the House of Lords had
been of importance. There was a part to be played in debates and
questions to Ministers in proposing legislation and in forming Committees of the House to deal with particular matters. That had to be
maintained so long as the House of Lords did not undermine, but rather
complemented, the decisive political role of the House of Commons.
What was needed was a chamber that could have an influence on the
development of public policy and be broadly representative of the various
sections of society, the regions, and particular ethnic, vocational, and
cultural groups. The House of Lords should have the ability to make the
government stop and think again and to provide a voice from the various
regions and the other constituent parts of the United Kingdom.
It was inevitable that, in the Upper House, members would divide on
party lines, but it was also important that there should be people of
distinction with a breadth of experience outside the world of politics who
could sit on the cross benches. They had a vital role in protecting the
constitution and in considering whether proposed legislation was in
compliance with both community law and human rights obligations
under the European Convention.
Many suggestions have been made as to how these objectives should
be attained and how the new members should be chosen. Should they
all be elected? Should they be elected by the people generally, or should
they be elected by particular groups of people, such as local authorities
or members of the European Parliament? Should they all be appointed
either by the government of the day on the nomination of the various
political parties, or by a commission set up for the purpose? Should
there be some method of random selection?
The real question of difficulty is to what extent, if any, they should be,
in part, elected and to what extent they should be, in part, appointed.
There are advantages in direct elections that give democratic legitimacy
to the body and have the confidence of the people. On the other hand,
direct election, particularly if only for a short period, brings the
possibility either of conflict with the House of Commons or of the elected
Upper House, being simply a rubber stamp of the government with a
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large majority in the House of Commons. If some members were to be
appointed, certainly not all should be appointed by the Prime Minister.
There should be an independent commission to select all, or at least
some, even if the Prime Minister retained some power of nomination.
The Royal Commission came up with a proposal that a significant
majority should be regional members to reflect the balance of political
opinion in the nation, that they should be elected by regional electorates
and that there should be a limit of fifteen years on the membership of
such elected members. The Royal Commission proposed that the rest
should be chosen by an Appointments Commission that was genuinely
independent and not affected by the patronage of the Prime Minister.
They should look for people from all walks of life and all interests to
reflect views throughout the nation. It was proposed that, on this basis,
the crossbenchers or independents should be approximately twenty
percent of the total Chamber.
At the time of this lecture, no decision has been taken. There are still
many proposals as to the percentage that should be elected, the
percentage appointed, and the criteria to be employed. It seems very
likely that in the months ahead these will remain highly controversial
topics, and that it may well take considerable time before a real
consensus is achieved.
There are many collateral issues. What, for example, should be the
role of the bishops-should there be representatives of other churches
than the Church of England? Should there be representatives of other
religions? What should be the role of the Law Lords? Should we set up
a Supreme Court ofjudges who are not members of the House of Lords?
How long should judges continue to sit in the House of Lords when they
cease to be judges? Is the role of the Lord Chancellor as a member of
the government, Speaker of the House, and as a judge, compatible with
the proper division of powers and with the European Convention on
Human Rights? These and many other questions will have to be worked
out before the problem is finally disposed of, and it seems to me likely
that it will take a considerable time. It is, however, more important that
we get it right than that we rush it.
HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE NATIONAL COURTS

Perhaps more important to the citizen than either of these constitutional reforms is the adoption of the Human Rights Act of 1998.' We
have not been without our human rights legislation in the United
Kingdom. The Magna Carta in 1215 was one of the earliest model

9.

Human Rights Act, 1998, c. 42 (Eng.).
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declarations of human rights, even if it was essentially declaring the
rights of the barons against the king rather than of the citizens against
the barons. Our Bill of Rights of 168810 declared important principles
that have influenced thinking on modem rights ever since, and we got
by without a revolution as in France or in what is now the United States
of America. In addition, we have had parliamentary declarations about
particular rights from time to time, but our approach has been that the
common law through the judges should protect rights. The basic
principle was that you could do what you wished unless the law forbade
it. So, you could speak freely unless you violated the law of defamation
or sedition. You could move about freely unless a clear rule of law
justified your detention, and habeas corpus was readily available.
Yet in this century, following the Charter and Declaration of the
United Nations, the European Convention on Human Rights was to have
a great influence on the protection of rights throughout Europe. The
United Kingdom took a prominent part in drafting that Convention, and
we were one of the first to sign and subsequently ratify it. It was not,
however, universally popular, and many thought that it really was
meaningless. Yet more than thirty years ago, the government granted
the right of individual petition to the European Court of Human Rights
in Strasbourg, and since then, governments have loyally followed the
decisions of the Strasbourg Court and the Commission-some of them
with far-reaching consequences. Many English cases have gone there.
They have gone there because it was not possible for the citizen to
enforce the Convention in the national courts since the Convention had
not been made a part of United Kingdom domestic law. Therefore, the
citizen had to go through the national courts, knowing he would fail in
order to be able to refer his case to the European Court in Strasbourg.
Many of these were cases that could well have been dealt with by local
judges, though some raised important issues that, no doubt, were
necessary to go to an international tribunal. There has been resistance
to the idea of making the Convention part of domestic law, partly
because it was thought that the courts, and in particular, the House of
Lords, would become jammed with Convention cases just as at one stage
the Supreme Court of Canada was almost jammed with "Charter" cases.
Many feared also that the adoption of this as part of domestic law would
involve the judges in decisions of a political nature, which ought to be
left to Parliament.
Many of us, however, took the contrary view, and it was with the
approval of a large number of people that the present government

10. Bill of Rights, 1688, 3 Jam. 2, c. 2 (Eng.).
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decided to incorporate the Convention as part of domestic law. And so
now the Human Rights Act of 1998 incorporates the Convention by
setting out Convention rights in a Schedule to the Act." It is not
necessary to recite the list. The rights there declared are familiar to you
and to others in the human rights world: the right to life, the right not
to be tortured, the right of free movement and speech, and the right to
family life. And so now the citizen can go directly to the national court
to insist on his rights under the Convention, and the courts are told that
they must "take into account" decisions of the Strasbourg Court. The
intention is that the decisions of Strasbourg should be regarded, but the
courts should not feel "bound by" decisions of that court. It seems to me
that there may be room for some flexibility, but at the end of the day,
our courts would be wise to follow what is said in Strasbourg because if
the citizen is not satisfied with the decision of the House of Lords, he
can still go to Strasbourg to seek to enforce what he says are his rights.
The courts are also told that they must interpret previous and future
primary and secondary legislation "so far as it is possible to do so" in a
way that is compatible with Convention rights. This will have an
important effect on the work of the court. It means that where a
previous legislation can be read either as compatible with, or contrary
to, the Convention, the courts must read it in such a way as to be
compatible with the Convention rights. This principle, parallel to the
duty of the courts to read domestic legislation, so far as possible, in a
way which is compatible with European Community law, is of great
importance and has already had its effect, but there are obviously cases
in which the courts must accept that previous legislation is not
compatible with the Convention. It seems to me, in such a case, that it
is their duty not to seek to torture the language, but to declare frankly
that the legislation is incompatible with Convention rights. It is then for
the Parliament to put the matter right. It is, however, clear that
Parliament intends that the courts should have the power to interpret
legislation in the light of Convention rights, so no one can complain that
the courts are usurping the function of the legislature if they interpret
legislation in a way that is reasonably compatible with the Strasbourg
Convention rights, even if read literally it might seem to have another
meaning.
Many of us who thought that the Convention should be incorporated
into domestic law wished to give the courts power to disapply an
incompatible statute, as the Scottish Parliament can, and as the English
courts must, if a statute is in violation of European Community law.

11.

Human Rights Act, 1998, c. 42, sched. 1 (Eng.).
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But there was much opposition to this together with doubts about the
merits of incorporating the Convention. Accordingly, as a compromise,
the Government accepted that the courts should not have this power, but
that they should make a declaration that the statute was not compatible
with Convention rights, which would not render invalid the statute or
make its future operation or enforcement impossible. Subordinate
legislation could, of course, be struck down.
Thus, now there is power for a "victim" of an unlawful act to bring
proceedings in the national court, and the court, if it finds that there has
been a breach of Convention rights, can grant an injunction or award
damages. Moreover, if the court decides that a provision of the
legislation is incompatible with Convention rights, and a government
minister thinks that there are compelling reasons to do so in the light
of the decisions of the Strasbourg Court, he may make amendments to
the legislation to remove the incompatibility. This fast-track procedure
will enable urgent steps to be taken, although obviously it will not be
used in all cases.
There is a provision in the Act, which is perhaps a pale version of the
Scottish Act provisions, that a minister, when a new bill is debated for
the first time, must make a statement that the provisions of the bill are
compatible with Convention rights, or if they are not compatible, he
must explain why the legislation is to be adopted.
There have been, since the Act was adopted, many serious cases, and
the courts have shown a willingness to give effect to the Convention but
at the same time a degree of caution. There is no wish to rush into
decisions that, however theoretically they may be arguable, really would
produce practical difficulties. It seems necessary to me that the courts
should give full effect to the provisions of the Convention when the
position is clear, but they should be equally strong in rejecting hopeless
attempts to give the Convention a meaning that it was not really
intended to have, however theoretical the arguments may be. Already
we have very important cases dealing with Article 6 of the Convention,
which provides for access to the courts and a fair trial, claims for
freedom of speech in meetings and demonstrations, and claims for the
protection of family life.
However, the adoption of the Act is not the end of the road. The
Member States of the European Community have recently approved a
Charter on Fundamental Rights of the European Union. This goes much
farther than the Convention, and it has modernized or brought up-todate many of the earlier Convention rights. Thus, in Article 3, the right
to the integrity of the person is declared. In the fields of medicine and
biology, it is declared that free and informed consent of the person
concerned must be obtained and eugenic practices are prohibited, in
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particular those concerned with the selection of persons. The reproductive cloning of human beings is prohibited. In Article 8, there is a
provision that everyone has a right to the protection of personal data,
and there is declared a right of access to data concerning the person that
has been collected. The freedom of the media and the freedom of
information are to be guaranteed with due respect for pluralism and
transparency. A right to free, compulsory education is declared, and
discrimination based not only on birth, sex, and language, but also on
age, disability, and sexual orientation are prohibited. Every worker is
to have the right to working conditions that respect his or her health,
safety, and dignity.
This Charter is not yet a part of European Union law nor is it a part
of the domestic law of the United Kingdom. There is considerable
division of opinion as to what its effect should be. Is it to be legally
binding? Or, is it really to be a declaration of rights that are considered
already to exist, but whose origin must be found elsewhere? Or, is it
simply a pious statement of a political nature? There are those who
think it should be treated simply as a political declaration and not an
enforceable right, but already the Advocate Generals in the European
Court have begun to make reference to it, and it seems to me that in
deciding what our rights are under Union law and domestic law, courts
are likely to give regard to its provisions.
VOTING METHODS IN ELECTIONS

The matters to which I have referred-devolution, the reform of
parliament, and the adoption of human rights in domestic law-are the
most striking of the new developments. There are, however, other
matters constantly under discussion. One of them that seems to me to
be important, but in which we have not yet progressed very far, is in
relation to voting methods. We have, so far, followed the "first past the
post" principle, which has many advantages in that it is simple, easy to
operate, and intelligible to the electorate. It produces certainty, but it
does often mean that a member is elected on a vote that does not give
him an overall majority over other candidates. It also means that a
parliamentary majority may be elected and a government formed that
does not have an overall majority of votes in the country. It has meant
often in the past that political parties with a very large number of votes
finish up with a very small number of members in the Parliament. We
have since made some changes in the European Community. It is now
seen as important to have a uniform electoral procedure in Europe, and
in many other countries the "first past the post" system has not been
adopted.
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Already, since 1999, for European Parliament elections, England has
been divided into regions with each of the parties putting forward a list
of candidates. The electorate votes for the list rather than for the
individual candidate, although there can be independent candidates not
on the list of a registered party. Some rather complex provisions provide
for the choice of candidates on the list according to the percentage of
votes obtained. This is a major constitutional innovation because it
detracts from the individual's direct link with the constituency and gives
political party organizations a more extensive role in nominating
candidates. In local elections, new systems have been adopted, such as
electronic voting, postal ballot, and weekend polling in order to ensure
that the largest number of people take part. A completely different
procedure was adopted for the election of the Mayor of London and for
the Assembly of Greater London. No doubt, if a change is adopted in the
voting systems of the European Union, this will also affect our voting
system.
An independent commission on the voting system has reported what
it thinks should be the best method to be adopted in the United
Kingdom, but this was not accepted by the government. It seems to me
that, in view of the dissatisfaction of many people with the "first past
the post" system, we are likely to go on considering this matter for a
long time to come. Voting methods are perhaps more important in a
democracy than we have so far recognized in the United Kingdom as we
have been willing to keep the "first past the post" system without
examination of its merits.
I have deliberately not mentioned one matter that is, as you already
know, the greatest constitutional change in the United Kingdom. Thirty
years ago we became a Member of the European Community. That has
had a profound effect, both constitutionally and on our legal system.
Community law is enforceable directly in the national courts, and
community law overrides both local and statutory law and the decisions
of the courts. The courts have been obliged to give direct effect to many
parts of community legislation, and our courts are bound to follow the
decisions of the European Court of Justice. I have not dealt with this
because it has now been in operation for a substantial period, but it has
had an enormous effect on both the work of government and of the
courts. As the structure of the community is revised under the
"Convention" that has been set up, there will no doubt be even more
significant changes in the future.
The first three matters on which I have concentrated show the
considerable constitutional changes that have taken place and are taking
place in the United Kingdom. Many of them may not go far enough, but
it seems to me that they have done a great deal to remove the serious
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criticisms of the system. Thus, in Scotland and in Wales, I believe that
the modified system of devolution has satisfied all except those who wish
for complete separation, and I suspect that the number of those who
want that has now been considerably reduced. The adoption of the
European Convention on Human Rights goes a long way to satisfy those
who find it absurd that the citizen had to go to Strasbourg and could not
enforce basic rights under the Convention in his domestic courts. The
removal of the majority of hereditary peers, although it has taken away
something from Parliament, goes a long way to satisfy those who feel
that the hereditary principle is wholly unacceptable in a modern society.
In the first two cases, it will be largely for the courts to work out the
principles laid down in the legislation. As to the reform of the House of
Lords, it is still a matter for the government and Parliament to come to
a conclusion as to what should be the right system to adopt for the
future, and it is not impossible that a decision as to the structure and
role of the House of Lords, will in its turn, lead to a consideration of the
procedures of the House of Commons. So, there will be more to come.
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